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Zeitgeist is a mind heist – venus project is a scam ?

Just another WordPress.com weblog
 

 

Who Is peter joseph merola of zeitgeist ?

So today I was thinking wouldnt it be neat to buy peter joseph merolas domain  [
http://www.peterjosephmerola.com/ ] and prevent him from owning it and then giving it to someone who
wanted to expose him ? …Well I also thought I am betting Peter Joseph of zeitgeist has already bought it to
prevent this from happening.

So off I went to search it down, and yes it was paid for and yes it was paid for by godaddy, the same company
used to buy whoispeterjoseph.com, and thezeitgeistmovement.com and I am certainly willing to bet gentle
machine [peter joseph/zeitgeist] is the owner.

haha… Turns out the website has been on hold and dead/inactive for a long time now [ since : 20-May-10]
which was 3 months after I made this blog : http://anticultist.wordpress.com/2010/02/10/who-is-peter-joseph/ in
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February 10, so the website looks like its not going to be used, someone has bought it just to prevent anyone
else from using it.

Well anyone in doubt of whether peter joseph is peter joseph merola might as well go home and shut up, this
extra evidence just adds more self proven information by peter joseph

http://who.godaddy.com/WhoIs.aspx?domain=peterjosephmerola.com&prog_id=godaddy

Registrant:
Domains by Proxy, Inc. 

DomainsByProxy.com
15111 N. Hayden Rd., Ste 160, PMB 353
Scottsdale, Arizona 85260
United States

Registered through: GoDaddy.com, Inc. (http://www.godaddy.com)
Domain Name: PETERJOSEPHMEROLA.COM
Created on: 20-May-10
Expires on: 20-May-15
Last Updated on: 20-May-10

Administrative Contact:
Private, Registration PETERJOSEPHMEROLA.COM@domainsbyproxy.com
Domains by Proxy, Inc.
DomainsByProxy.com
15111 N. Hayden Rd., Ste 160, PMB 353
Scottsdale, Arizona 85260
United States
(480) 624-2599 Fax — (480) 624-2598

http://web.archive.org/web/20110811140919/http://who.godaddy.com/WhoIs.aspx?domain=peterjosephmerola.com&prog_id=godaddy
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Share this: TweetTweet 0

Like 2 bloggers like this post.

Technical Contact:
Private, Registration PETERJOSEPHMEROLA.COM@domainsbyproxy.com
Domains by Proxy, Inc.
DomainsByProxy.com
15111 N. Hayden Rd., Ste 160, PMB 353
Scottsdale, Arizona 85260
United States
(480) 624-2599 Fax — (480) 624-2598

Domain servers in listed order:
NS21.DOMAINCONTROL.COM
NS22.DOMAINCONTROL.COM

Registry Status: clientDeleteProhibited
Registry Status: clientRenewProhibited
Registry Status: clientTransferProhibited
Registry Status: clientUpdateProhibited

Anyone who can prove this and take it further please feel free to take this and go with it.

~ by anticultist on January 27, 2011.

Posted in Zeitgeist venus project conspiracies 

Tags: advertising, capitalism, cult, hoax, Jacque Fresco, merola, peter joseph, peter joseph merola, the venus project, the zeitgeist movement, who is,
zeitgeist
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7 Responses to “Who Is peter joseph merola of zeitgeist ?”

1. Add some value to the world man!

 Zack Covell said this on January 27, 2011 at 7:02 pm | Reply

Thats why I made the blog Zack you sure miss the obvious dont ya

 anticultist said this on February 1, 2011 at 7:49 pm | Reply

2. It sounds like it’s possible he would have done that privately with the help of some moderators there. I remember a thread about an idea about
how TZM should buy as many domain names as possible:

http://www.thezeitgeistmovement.com/joomla/index.php/index.php?option=com_kunena&Itemid=99999&func=view&catid=234&id=155392

As many websites they have now, this sounds possible.

It’s nice to see those blue letters again.

 BranManFloMore said this on January 28, 2011 at 1:12 am | Reply

hey hey :)
Yeah thats quite plausible in my mind, he is definitely stupid like that.

Hey Bran I just laughed my ass off over conspiracy science at this thread:

http://conspiracyscience.com/forums/topic/the-lulz-file-merola-threatens-the-wrong-youtuber-mistakenly-thinking-its-me

Its too fricking funny, Muertos made a blog about it too which is quality lols

 anticultist said this on January 28, 2011 at 3:37 am | Reply
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3. Well, I know ZDAY is coming around and I was wondering if they set up a website for this year already- like they did for ZDAY2010:
ZDAY2010.org

2011:
http://who.godaddy.com/WhoIs.aspx?domain=zday2011.org&prog_id=godaddy

2012:
http://who.godaddy.com/WhoIs.aspx?domain=zday2012.org&prog_id=godaddy

It stops in 2012. Maybe he thinks the world will end soon?

LoL

That blog from Muertos is pure comedy too. I want to see that video that was talked about so bad now.

 BranManFloMore said this on January 31, 2011 at 8:15 pm | Reply

haha 2012 ! pure gold man…I bet they do think its going to end hahaha

 anticultist said this on January 31, 2011 at 8:52 pm | Reply

4. [...] be called ZDAYGLOBALorg, we can only speculate if he came up with a different domain name since others were starting to catch [...]

 Earth To PJ Merola [2/9/2011] « The Zeitgeist Movement Examined said this on February 10, 2011 at 9:51 am | Reply

Leave a Reply
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I am left to suggest one thing: Re-Structure The Zeitgeist Movement without TVP’s/Fresco’s establishment.
Venus project using their non profit company for a profit
The Venus Projects 990 EZ forms – expenses and income info [IRS audit info also]
TVP & TZM do not do charity nor have they ever done it
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